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Interweave Press Inc, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Easy-to-sew wardrobe basics to wear throughout the year, no matter the season!
Discover easy-to-wear and easy-to-make clothing and accessories for all seasons in Simply Sewn.
The 31 versatile, contemporary clothing designs in this book include dresses, shirts, pants, and
jackets that are comfortable and appropriate for all figures. Uncomplicated accessories-including
scarfs, wraps and bags-add even more options to the collection. The simple, modern style found
throughout allows for easy combinations to create a stylish everyday wardrobe. Basic sewing
techniques and simple sewing patterns make this perfect for sewists of all levels. Simply Sewn offers
many ideas for wearing the garments year round: a summery sleeveless dress is transformed into a
winter look when it is layered with a turtleneck or cozy shrug. Checked capris work into fall when
topped with a warm vest. Numerous step-by-step photos and illustrations aid making the sewing
process simple and full-size pattern inserts range in sizes from small to extra-large. Find a variety of
pattern options and versatility in the garments you sew with Simply Sewn. You ll fill your wardrobe
in no time with these easy to make and...
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Unquestionably, this is actually the finest operate by any publisher. I have study and i also am confident that i am going to planning to go through once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this book to understand.
-- Gus K ilba ck-- Gus K ilba ck

A high quality pdf and also the typeface used was exciting to see. it absolutely was writtern really properly and useful. I am quickly could get a delight of
looking at a composed pdf.
-- Justina  K unz e-- Justina  K unz e
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